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Abstract. This paper proposes the nonsingular design principle, which can completely eliminate constraint/
actuation singularity in parallel mechanism (PM), and accordingly designs a nonsingular redundant 2RPSUPU?2SPS (R: revolute joint, P: actuated prismatic joint, S: spherical joint, U: universal joint) leg mechanism
with RxRyTz DOF (Rx: rotational DOF around x, Ry: rotational DOF around y, Tz: translational DOF along z,
DOF: degree of freedom). Aiming at the defect that the conventional Jacobian matrix cannot reveal the linear
correlation/noncorrelation between the constraint screws of the PM, the determination criteria of constraint and
actuation singularity are derived and the design principle of redundantly actuated PM eliminating constraint/
actuation singularity is constructed according to the reciprocal screw principle. Based on this, the design process
of parallel leg mechanism without singularity is put forward. Finally, by analyzing the rank of complete Jacobian
matrix composed of constraint Jacobian matrix and secondary constraint Jacobian matrix, it is veriﬁed that the
redundant parallel leg mechanism in this paper can completely eliminate constraint singularity and actuation
singularity. The research results make a necessary positive contribution for motion planning, optimization
solving of forward kinematics parameters, dimensional synthesis and motion control of nonsingular parallel leg
mechanism.
Keywords. Redundant parallel mechanism; constraint singularity; actuation singularity; secondary constraint
screw; complete Jacobian matrix.

1. Introduction
Parallel mechanism (PM) has compact structure, high precision and large carrying capacity. However, when the PM
is in the singularity, its degree of freedom (DOF) will
change instantaneously, resulting in deterioration of the
mechanism’s kinematic and dynamic performances [1].
The singularities of PM can usually be sorted out as
branch singularity, actuation singularity and constraint
singularity [2]. Constraint singularity and actuation singularity generally occur in the workspace of PM, which has a
signiﬁcant impact on the mechanism performance [3].
Branch singularity usually occurs in the boundary region of
workspace and has less impact on the mechanism performance than the other two singularities. Therefore, this
paper devotes to research the elimination principle and
method of constraint singularity and actuation singularity.
There are two common methods to reduce and eliminate
singularity of PM: one is adding redundant actuated joint or
branch to the original mechanism [4, 5], and the other is
planning a nonsingular path for PM [6]. When the
*For correspondence

singularity is eliminated by adding redundant actuated joint
at least one original passive joint that is not linked to the
ﬁxed platform (FP) needs to be driven, which increases the
structural asymmetry and kinematic inertia of the branch,
resulting in the poor dynamic performance of the mechanism. When a redundant actuated branch is added to
eliminate singularity, it is easy to install an actuator on the
FP to realize large rotation angle of the moving platform
(MP) and accuracy, stiffness and carrying capacity of the
mechanism can also be improved. When the nonsingular
path planning of the mechanism is used to eliminate singularity, it is usually necessary to adopt complex path
planning multi-objective optimization algorithm. Moreover
this workspace of the mechanism is usually reduced after
optimization. In addition, nonsingular path planning
method is closely related to conﬁguration, speciﬁc positions
and postures of the mechanism, so the generality is slightly
inadequate. In this paper, the scheme of adding redundant
actuated branch is selected to reduce and eliminate singularities of PM.
The deﬁnitions, nature of singularities of PM and the
relationships between singularities and rank of Jacobian
matrix had been discussed extensively. Srivatsan,
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Bandyopadhyay and Ghosal [7] presented a general
framework of the Jacobian matrices formulation for comprehensively analyzing the nature of the DOF lost in lowermobility spatial parallel manipulators.
Gosselin and Angeles [8] deﬁned singularities of the PM
into three kinds: singularities appear when the determinant/
determinants of direct/inverse Jacobian composed of actuation wrenches is/are zero(s). Zlatanov, Bonev and Gosselin [9] pointed out when the determinant of the direct
Jacobian composed of passive constraint wrenches is zero,
and the constraint singularities will appear. Joshi and Tsai
[10] proposed a method to use reciprocal screw theory,
Jacobian of constraints and Jacobian of actuation to solve
the kinematic equation of PM. The reliability of this
method is illustrated by taking 3-RPS and 3-UPU PM as
examples.
In the research of eliminating singularity through
redundant actuation Xu, Chen and Ye et al [11] are convinced that redundant actuation has the advantages of
eliminating singularities and improving stiffness, and
compare with actuated joints instead of passive joints, in
order to obtain better force distribution and higher stiffness,
and increasing an actuated chain without altering the PM
mobility is an excellent method. Zhang, Gong and Gao [12]
gave a singularity discrimination method according to the
operability of redundantly actuated PM. According to the
non-instantaneous branch conﬁguration scheme, Liu, Li
and Han [13] propose a method to eliminate the singularity
of PM constraints and actuation singularities. Shihua [14]
presented a synthesis method of the redundant actuated
branch to eliminate inner singularity of 3-translation PM.
Karimi, Masouleh and Cardou [15] generated the best
nonsingular path in the workspace by redundant actuation,
and designed a redundant self-reconﬁgurable 3-RPR PM.
Kang, Kim and Yi [16] combined kinematic redundancy
with actuation redundancy to eliminate singularity of PM
and obtain large rotating workspace and carrying capacity.
To sum up, existing research works of redundant actuation for eliminating singularity of PM mostly focus on
issues such as singularity determination, kinematics/dynamics performance, nonsingular workspace and motion
planning, and control of redundant actuation force. However, in redundant actuated mechanism, the essence of
DOF/constraint to eliminate singularity is not fully
revealed. Moreover, the systematic design methodology of
nonsingular redundant actuated PM according to rigorous
theories is not mentioned.
In the paper, according to constraint screw theory, the
linear correlation essences of screws in constraint singularity and actuation singularity are revealed, the determining criteria of constraint singularity and actuation
singularity of PM are put forward, and the design principle
of redundant actuated PM with lower-mobility is proposed
to eliminate constraint singularity/actuation singularity.
According to these principles and methods, a nonsingular
2RPS-UPU?2SPS redundant actuated parallel leg
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mechanism with RxRyTz DOFs is designed. By investigating the correlation between constraint screw and secondary
constraint screw of the mechanism it is conﬁrmed that this
complete Jacobian matrix of this redundant actuated PM is
a full rank matrix, which veriﬁes that the mechanism can
completely eliminate constraint singularity/actuation singularity. At the same time, the rationality of the design
principle and method proposed in this paper is proved.

2. Design principle of redundant actuated PM
eliminating constraint/actuation singularity
To improve the readability of the manuscript and reduce
overlap percentage, the author team designed table 1
comprising abbreviations for the key terms and deﬁnitions
in the paper.
It is well known that Jacobian matrix reﬂects input–
output relationship of motion/force of a mechanism [22]. In
this paper, in view of the defect that conventional Jacobian
matrix cannot fully reveal linear correlation/noncorrelation
properties between constraint screws of PM, by comprehensively analyzing the ranks of constraint Jacobian matrix,
complete and secondary constraint Jacobian matrix composed of these two matrices, the determining criteria for
constraint singularity and actuation singularity of PM are
set up; eventually the design principle of redundant actuated PM to eliminate constraint singularity/actuation singularity is put forward.
The number of independent input motion/actuators of
redundant actuated PM is more than that of independent
output motion/DOFs. Redundant actuated branch will be
added to the non-redundant mechanism; by adding new
constraint screws in redundant branch, the number of
independent constraint screws is reduced by linear correlation of constraint screws in the original non-redundant
mechanism, so the singularities are thus eliminated.

Table 1. Abbreviations of key terms and deﬁnitions.
Abbreviation
PM
R
P
S
U
DOF
Rx
Ry
Tz
MP
FP

Terms and deﬁnitions
Parallel mechanism
Revolute joint
Actuated prismatic joint
Spherical joint
Universal joint
Degree of freedom
Rotational DOF around x
Rotational DOF around y
Translational DOF along z
Moving platform
Fixed platform
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2.1 Determining criteria for constraint/actuation
singularity of non-redundant PM
2.1a Determining criterion for constraint singularity:
Constraint singularity refers to the special position in which
the MP has uncontrollable DOF due to the linear correlation
of constraint screws of the PM.
Constraint Jacobian matrix is composed of all constraint
screws of the mechanism [10], which is denoted as Jr in the
paper. By investigating the rank of constraint Jacobian
matrix Jr, the following determining criterion for constraint
singularity of PM will be deduced.
The motion screw of MP is written as $M = [x; vM]
where x is the angular velocity vector of the MP and vM is
the point linear velocity vector in the MP that overlaps with
the origin of the coordinate system of the FP. $M is regarded
as a motion-screw linear superposition of all single-DOF
kinematic joints in branch i [10]:
$M ¼

n
X

q_j;i $j;i :

ð1Þ

j

In Eq. (1), $j,i is motion screw of joint j in branch i, q_j;i is
rotational or translation velocity scalar of joint j in branch i,
1 B i B t, 1 B j B n, t is branches number and n is joints
number in branch i in non-redundant PM.
Constraint screw p of branch i is denoted as $ri;p (p B 6–
F, F is DOF of the non-redundant PM). Taking cross product between $ri;p and Eq. (1), it can be obtained according to the reciprocity of branch DOF and branch constraint
that
$ri;p  $M ¼ 0:

ð2Þ

Eq. (2) can be expressed as the following matrix:
Jr  $M ¼ 0:

ð3Þ

In Eq. (3) constraint Jacobian matrix Jr is the matrix
form of branch constraint screw system {$ri;p }, which can be
expressed as
2 r T 3
$1;1
6  7
6  7
6  7
6 r T 7
7
6
ð4Þ
Jr ¼ 6 $1;p 7:
6 $r T 7
6 2;1 7
6  7
4  5

$rt;p T
In summary, this paper proposes the determining criterion for constraint singularity as follows: when the rank of
Jr reduces, det(Jr) = 0, there are linear correlations in the
PM constraint screws, the PM constraint singularity is
bound to occur.
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2.1b Determining criterion for actuation singularity:
Actuation singularity refers to the special position in which
the MP still has uncontrollable DOF after rigidifying all
actuated joints due to linear correlation between constraint
screws of the mechanism [2].
In order to reveal the nature of actuation singularity, this
paper deﬁnes secondary constraint screw as follows: the
newly added constraint screw in the mechanism after
rigidifying all actuated joints of the mechanism is called as
secondary constraint screw, which is denoted as $rþ .
According to the duality of DOF and constraint the direction of DOF (or motion axis) of an actuated joint before it is
rigidiﬁed must be coaxial with the direction of the newly
added constraint (or lost DOF) after rigidiﬁed, which is just
secondary constraint screw.
In this paper, the secondary constraint Jacobian matrix is
the matrix composed of whole secondary constraint screws,
denoted as Jc; the complete Jacobian matrix is the matrix
composed of constraint Jacobian matrix Jr and secondary
constraint Jacobian matrix Jc, denoted as J.
It is possible to derive the determining criterion for
actuation singularity of PM by investigating the rank of
complete Jacobian matrix J.
According to the afore-mentioned deﬁnition of secondary constraint screw, after all t actuated joints of PM are
rigidiﬁed, the mechanism will produce t secondary constraint screws. In a branch, now that the reciprocal product
between the motion screw of non-actuated joint and any
constraint screw is zero [10], after all actuated joints are
rigidiﬁed, the reciprocal product between secondary constraint screw $rþ
i (i = 1,2,...,t) and $M is
_
$rþ
i  $M ¼ Q i

ð5Þ

In Eq. (5), Q_i is actuated-joint velocity scalar in branch i.
The velocity scalar matrix Q_ of actuated joints in all
branches can be written as

T
Q_ ¼ Q_ 1 Q_ 2    Q_ i :
According to Eq. (5)
Jc  $M ¼ Q_

ð6Þ

Thus, the secondary constraint Jacobian matrix Jc is
expressed as
3
T
$rþ
1
6 $rþ T 7
6 2 7
 7
Jc ¼ 6
6  7:
5
4
T
$rþ
t
2

ð7Þ

The complete Jacobian matrix J is obtained from Eq. (4)
and Eq. (7) as follows:
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Jc
J¼
:
Jr

ð8Þ

To sum up, this paper proposes the determining criterion
for actuation singularity:  When geometric conditions
such as collinear, parallel or intersecting are met between
the motion axes of actuated joints of this mechanism, linear
correlation will occur between the newly added secondary
constraint screws after all actuated joints are rigidiﬁed and
the rank of secondary constraint Jacobian matrix Jc will
reduce, det(Jc) = 0, resulting in actuation singularity in the
mechanism; or ` When geometric conditions such as collinear, parallel and intersecting are met between axes of
actuated joints and of constraint screws, linear correlation
will occur between secondary constraint screws and constraint screws after all actuated joints are rigidiﬁed and the
rank of complete Jacobian matrix J will reduce, det (J) = 0,
resulting in actuation singularity in the mechanism.

2.2 Design principle for eliminating constraint/
actuation singularity in redundant PM
The key for designing redundant PM is to determine the
topological conﬁguration, minimum number and installation orientation of redundant branch.
2.2a Design principle for eliminating constraint singularity in redundant PM: To completely eliminate PM
constraint singularity, it is presented that the independent
constraints number is reduced by linear correlation of
constraint screws in original non-redundant mechanism.
We can introduce new independent constraints by the added
redundant branch to ensure that independent-constraint
number of original mechanism is constant. Hence, in continuous motion of the new redundant PM, it will continue to
be subjected to the same independent constraints as those of
the original non-redundant PM, thus completely eliminating constraint singularity of the original mechanism.
 Determination of minimum number of redundant branches
As can be seen from the classic book by Hunt [17] the
maximum linearly independent number of constraint screw
system of non-redundant lower-mobility (3, 4, or 5 DOFs)
PM is three, that is the maximum of the rank (denoted as k)
of constraint Jacobian matrix Jr is three. When constraint
singularity occurs, the rank k of constraint Jacobian is
reduced to k1 (k1 \ k), it can be seen that the number of
constraint screws of redundant branch to be added is at least
k–k1, while the minimum number of redundant branches
relies on the number of constraint screws in each branch.
` Determination of installation orientation of
redundant branches
To supplement the number of independent constraint
screws reduced by the linear correlation of constraint

screws, k–k1 newly added constraint screws introduced by
redundant branches must be linearly independent of the
constraint screws in the original non-redundant mechanism
so as to keep the rank k (k = 6–F) of the constraint Jacobian
matrix unchanged. Therefore, when determining the
installation orientation of redundant branch, it is necessary
to ensure that the k–k1 new constraint screws and original
constraint screws are noncoplanar.
So as to not change independent-constraint/DOFs number of the original non-redundant mechanism, if the number
of constraint screws introduced by redundant branch is
more than k–k1, the additional constraint screws must be
linearly correlated with constraint screws of the original
non-redundant mechanism. Meanwhile, so as to ensure
there is no actuation singularity in redundant mechanism, it
is also necessary to ensure independence between secondary constraint screws of redundant branches and those
of the original mechanism.
´ Determination
of
redundant
branch
conﬁguration
When constraint singularity occurs in the original nonredundant PM, the conﬁguration of added redundant branch
depends on the type of independent constraint screw of
each redundant branch.
2.2b Design principle for eliminating actuation singularity in redundant PM: When actuation singularity occurs
in the original non-redundant PM, a new redundant branch
or branches can be added to the original mechanism. It is
just necessary to make the number of linearly independent
secondary constraint screws in redundant branch exactly
equivalent to the number of reduced independent screws
(due to linear correlation between constraint and/or secondary constraint screws) in this original non-redundant
mechanism, so as to ensure that complete Jacobian matrix
of the redundant mechanism is always a full rank (rank is 6)
matrix. In this way, after all actuated joints of the redundant
mechanism are rigidiﬁed, the MP is continuously bound by
six independent constraints and will not produce uncontrollable motion, thus completely eliminating actuation
singularity of the original non-redundant mechanism.
 Determination of the minimum number of
redundant branches
When the rank(J) of complete Jacobian matrix
is reduced to k2 (k2 \ 6) because of actuation
singularity, it can be determined that the
minimum number of redundant branches (each
with a single actuation joint) to be added is 6–
k 2.
` Determination of installation orientation of
redundant branches
As mentioned earlier, so as to ensure that the
rank of this complete Jacobian matrix is always
6, any secondary constraint screw $rþ
lm (the
secondary constraint screw of redundant branch
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m is denoted as lm, m C 6–k2) of a new added
redundant branch must be linearly independent
of secondary constraint screw of the original
non-redundant PM ( that is, the axes of newly
added secondary constraint screws and of
original secondary constraint screws should be
noncoplanar). At the same time, in order to not
change DOFs of the original non-redundant PM,
any constraint screw of the redundant branch
must be linearly correlated with constraint
screw of the original mechanism.
´ Determination
of
redundant
branch
conﬁguration
When actuation singularity occurs in the original nonredundant PM, the conﬁguration of added redundant branch
depends on the type of independent constraint screw of
each redundant branch.
Based on these design principles and determining criteria
the design process of redundant actuated PM without constraint/actuation singularity is proposed in this paper, as
shown in ﬁgure 1. Here, NRAPM is the abbreviation of
‘‘non-redundant actuated PM’’.

3. Singularity determination of non-redundant
parallel leg mechanism
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constraints along x and y and one rotational constraint
around z in the MP plane), thus ensuring that the mechanism has 3 RxRyTz DOFs.
In ﬁgure 3 the centroids of two S joints in the MP are
denoted as B1 and B3, and the centroid of U joint as B2. The
centroids of three R joints in the FP are denoted as Ai (i = 1,
2, 3). This axis direction vector of the single-DOF kinematic pair j in branch i is represented as sj,i. {O-XYZ} is the
FP coordinate system, and {M-xyz} is the MP coordinate
system. In {O-XYZ}, the coordinate origin O is the midpoint of A1A3, Y is from point O to point A1, Z is perpendicular to FP, direction downward, and according to the
right-hand rule, X can be conﬁrmed. In {M-xyz}, the
coordinate origin M is the midpoint of B1B3, y is from point
M to point B1, z is perpendicular to MP, direction downward, and according to the right-hand rule, x can be conﬁrmed. The axes of R joints at A1 and A3 are parallel to
X axis, the two axes of U joint at A2 are parallel to Y and
Z axes, as well as the two axes of U joint at B2 are parallel
to x and y axes.
In ﬁgure 3, the constraint screws $r1 and $r3 of branches 1
and 3 are force line vectors passing through B1 and B3 and
parallel to x axis, and the constraint screw $r2 of branch 2 is
a force line vector that is parallel to y axis and is coplanar
with $r1 and $r3 . In continuous motion of the PM the three
constraint screws are always coplanar but do not intersect at
a point in the MP plane, so the PM always has continuous
RxRyTz DOFs.

3.1 Design of non-redundant RxRyTz parallel leg
mechanism for walking robot
In order to realize spatial motion through discontinuity
contact with ground, leg mechanism of walking robot
should have at least three spatial DOFs. For better ﬁt to
separate terrain and reduce the impact of foot-to-ground, it
should include at least one translational DOF [23].
In order to make the leg mechanism have both large
moving space and compact structure, as shown in ﬁgure 2
the MP (foot) put forward has two rotating DOFs around
x and y and one translational DOF along z of the coordinate
system of the FP (robot body), that is each leg mechanism
has three DOFs (denoted as RxRyTz). Here, the x-axis
direction is walking direction, the y-axis direction is the
direction of lateral movement and z-axis direction is perpendicular to the body plane.
In RxRyTz non-redundant parallel leg mechanism proposed, each of the 3 branches is a 3R2T 5-DOF branch with
a single actuated joint. Considering that the asymmetric
design can reduce singularity of workspace [18], this paper
constructs the non-redundant PM 2RPS-UPU with nonisomorphic three branches as shown in ﬁgure 3.
In 2RPS-UPU PM, in the MP plane, each of RPS/UPU
branch imposes a constraint force [19] on the MP, and this
3 constraint forces of 3 branches are coplanar but do not
intersect at a point. In this way the MP will be subjected to
3 linear independent constraints (two translational

3.2 Singularity determination of non-redundant
parallel leg mechanism
In ﬁgure 3, in the non-redundant 2RPS-UPU PM studied in
this paper, the constraint screws $r1 , $r2 and $r3 of branches
are linearly independent (coplanar but do not intersect at a
point), so that the MP will be subject to three linearly
independent constraints, namely, two translational constraints along x and y axes in this plane of this MP, and one
rotational constraint around z axis. Now that the constraint
screws are linearly independent, there is no constraint singularity in the non-redundant 2RPS-UPU PM. Hence it is
just necessary to determine if there is actuation singularity
in the mechanism, that is to determine the linear correlation/noncorrelation between three secondary constraint
rþ
rþ
screws $rþ
1 , $2 and $3 or between them and three conr
r
straint screws $1 , $2 and $r3 .
According to determining criterion for actuation singularity in Section 2.1b there is actuation singularity in the
mechanism when rank(J) is less than 6, and redundant
branches should be added to eliminate actuation singularity.
The 2RPS-UPU PM will produce three secondary constraint forces along the axes of three driven translation
joints after all driven joints are rigidiﬁed.
According to linear correlation/noncorrelation between
secondary constraint screws and constraint screws, there
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Figure 1. Design process of nonsingular redundant actuated PM.

may be two types of actuation singularities in the
mechanism:
(1) There is linear correlation between some secondary
constraint screws. In 2RPS-UPU non-redundant PM, if
the axes of three secondary constraint screws (or the

axes of actuated prismatic joints) are coaxial, in-plane
parallel or in-plane intersecting at a point (this moment
the MP overlaps with FP), these secondary constraint
screws are linearly correlated, resulting in actuation
singularity in the mechanism. Considering that the
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Figure 2. RxRyTz parallel leg mechanism of quadruped walking robot.

linearly correlated, resulting in actuation singularity in
the mechanism.

Figure 3. Non-redundant 2RPS-UPU parallel leg mechanism.

length of actuation rod cannot be zero even when its
actuation displacement is zero the MP and FP of the PM
do not overlap in motion, so it is not necessary to
discuss actuation singularity caused by linear correlation of secondary constraint screws.
(2) There is linear correlation between secondary constraint
screw and constraint screw. In 2RPS-UPU non-redundant PM, if the axis of secondary constraint screw and
that of constraint screw are coaxial, in-plane parallel or
in-plane intersecting at a point (this moment at least an
actuation rod and MP are coplanar), these screws are

Based on these analyses, by investigating different spatial geometries between the axes of secondary constraint
screws and those of constraint screws, this paper identiﬁes
that there are four actuation singularities in 2RPS-UPU
non-redundant PM, as in ﬁgure 4.
Actuation singularity I: When branch 2 and the MP
B1B2B3 are coplanar, four screws $r1 , $r2 , $r3 and $rþ
2 are
coplanar but not intersecting at a point, the rank of the
matrix of these four screws is three. At this time the
maximum linear independent number of six screws (including 3 constraint screws $r1 , $r2 , $r3 and 3 secondary
rþ
rþ
constraint screws $rþ
1 , $2 , $3 ) is ﬁve, and the rank of
complete Jacobian matrix is reduced to ﬁve, showing there
is actuation singularity in the mechanism. Hence at least
one redundant branch with single actuated joint (or one
secondary constraint screw $rþ
lm ) needs to be introduced to
the mechanism. If the axis of secondary constraint screw
$rþ
lm in the newly added redundant branch and that of
original secondary constraint screw $rþ
2 in branch 2 are
always noncoplanar, the one independent secondary constraint screw lost in actuation singularity can be compensated; accordingly the complete Jacobian matrix is a full
rank matrix and this actuation singularity in mechanism is
eliminated.
Actuation singularity II: When branch 1 and MP are
coplanar, $r1 , $r2 , $r3 and $rþ
1 are coplanar but not intersecting at a point, the rank of the matrix of these four
screws is three. Here the maximum linear independent
number of all six screws is ﬁve, showing actuation singularity in the mechanism. Hence at least one redundant
branch with single actuated joint needs to be introduced to
the mechanism, and the axis of new secondary constraint
screw $rþ
lm in redundant branch and that of original
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Figure 4. Actuation singularities in non-redundant 2RPS-UPU PM (for clarity, each coplanar branch with the MP B1B2B3 is marked
with a dotted line).

secondary constraint screw $rþ
1 in branch 1 must be always
noncoplanar.
Actuation singularity III: In this case, branch 3 and MP
are coplanar. Because of the same conﬁguration and symmetrical arrangement of branch 1 and branch 3, actuation
singularity III is similar to actuation singularity II; $r1 , $r2 , $r3
and $rþ
3 are coplanar but dont intersect at a point. Hence at
least one redundant branch needs to be introduced to
eliminate the singularity, and the axis of new secondary
constraint screw $rþ
lm in redundant branch and that of origrþ
inal $3 must be always noncoplanar.
Actuation singularity IV: When branch 1, branch 3 and
rþ
MP are coplanar, $r1 , $r2 , $r3 , $rþ
1 and $3 are coplanar but
dont intersect at a point; the rank of the matrix of these ﬁve
screws is three. Here the maximum linear independent
number of all six screws is four, and the rank of complete
Jacobian matrix is reduced to four. Hence at least two
redundant branches need to be introduced, and the axes of
rþ
the two new secondary constraint screws $rþ
l1 , $l2 in
redundant branches and those of original secondary conrþ
straint screws $rþ
1 , $3 must be always noncoplanar.
To sum up, in order to completely eliminate the four
actuation singularities shown in ﬁgure 4, the minimum
number of redundant branches to be added to the non-redundant 2RPS-UPU PM is two, and the axes of the two new
rþ
secondary constraint screws $rþ
l1 , $l2 in redundant branches
and those of all original secondary constraint screws in the
non-redundant mechanism must be always noncoplanar.

3.3 Optimization solving of forward kinematics
parameters for non-redundant 2RPS-UPU PM
The forward kinematics equations of PM generally dont
have analytical solutions [17]. A numerical optimization
solving method for forward kinematics parameters
according to particle swarm algorithm is put forward.
In ﬁgure 3, for 2-RPS-UPU PM, the Euler anglesc, b, a
are the revolving angles around the Z, Y and X axes,
respectively, and the attitude of {M-xyz} with respect to
{O-XYZ} can be written as
R ¼ RXYZ ða; b; cÞ ¼ RZ ðcÞRY ðbÞRX ðaÞ
0
cosccosb coscsinbsina  sinccosa
B
¼ @ sinccosb sincsinbsina þ cosccosa
sinb

cosbsinw

coscsinbcosa þ sincsina

1

C
sincsinbcosa  coscsina A:
cosbcosa

ð9Þ
In Eq. (9), RZ(c), RY(b) and RX(a) are the rotation matrix
around Z, Y and X axes, respectively. Since this mechanism
has no rotational freedom around Z axis, that is c = 0, the
rotation matrix is simpliﬁed as
R¼R
0XY ða; bÞ ¼ RY ðbÞRX ðaÞ
1
cosb sinbsina sinbcosa
¼@ 0
cosa
sina A:
sinb cosbsina cosbcosa

ð10Þ

In ﬁgure 3, the position vector OAi of joint centroid Ai
(i = 1, 2, 3) in {O-XYZ} of this FP is
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A1 ¼ ða; 0; 0ÞT ; O A2 ¼ ð0; a; 0ÞT ;
O
A3 ¼ ða; 0; 0ÞT :

ð11Þ

The position vector MBi of joint centroid Bi (i = 1, 2, 3)
in {M-xyz} of this MP is
M

B1 ¼ ðb; 0; 0ÞT ; M B2 ¼ ð0; b; 0ÞT ;
M
B3 ¼ ðb; 0; 0ÞT :

ð12Þ

In these position vectors, parameters a, b are the coordinate values of each joint centroid in this corresponding
coordinate system.
Then the position vector OBi of Bi in {O-XYZ} of the FP
is derived as
o

Bi ¼ RM Bi þ o M

ð13Þ
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8
< X  bcosb ¼ 0
Y  bcosa ¼ 0 :
:
X þ bcosb ¼ 0

ð18Þ

From Eq. (15) and Eq. (18), it can be obtained that
0
1
8
a
>
>
>
>
l1 ¼ @ bcosa A
>
>
>
>
>
>
0 Z þ bsinb
1
>
>
bsinasinb
<
A:
a
l2 ¼ @
>
>
>
>
0 Z  bcosbsina
1
>
>
>
a þ bcosb
>
>
>
>
l ¼ @ bcosa A
>
: 3
Z  bsinb

ð19Þ

O

M is used to denote the position vector of the origin
M in {O-XYZ}, and OM = (X,Y,Z)T.
The closed-loop position vector equation of each branch
in {O-XYZ} of the FP is established as
li ¼ li si ¼ RM Bi þ o M  o Ai ; i ¼ 1; 2; 3:

ð14Þ

In Eq. (14), li and si are the actuation displacement scalar
and direction vector of branch i, respectively. Expanding
Eq. (14) gives
1
0
8
a þ X  bcosb
>
>
>
C
B
>
>
Y
l1 ¼ @
A
>
>
>
>
>
Z þ bsinb
>
>
>
1
0
>
>
X

bsinasinb
>
<
C
B
ð15Þ
l2 ¼ @ a þ Y  bcosa A :
>
>
>
Z  bcosbsina
>
>
>
1
0
>
>
>
X  a þ bcosb
>
>
>
C
B
>
>
l3 ¼ @
Y
A
>
>
:
Z  bsinb
The unit direction vectors
revolute joints are
8
< s1;1 ¼ ½ 1
s ¼ ½0
: 1;2
s1;3 ¼ ½ 1

s1,1,s1,2,s1,3 of the axis of
0 0 T
1 0 T :
0 0 T

ð16Þ

As shown in ﬁgure 3, s1,1, s1,2, s1,3 is, respectively, perpendicular to the plane OMBiAi ; therefore it is, respectively, perpendicular to o Bi (that is, o M þ RM Bi ), where i is
the branch chain number, i = 1,2,3. Hence we can deduce
that
o

M þ RM Bi

T

s1;i ¼ 0;

i ¼ 1; 2; 3:

ð17Þ

Expanding Eq. (17), the constraint relation of each
branch can be obtained:

In the PM inverse kinematics solution the structure
parameter of this mechanism and the MP pose (Z,a,b) are
known,and the input displacement (l1,l2,l3) of the actuated
joint is solved. The 2RPS-UPU PM inverse kinematic
solution is
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
8
>
l
¼
a2 þ ðbcosaÞ2 þ ðZ þ bsinbÞ2
¼
l
j
j
>
1
1
>
<
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
l2 ¼ jl2 j ¼ ðbsinasinbÞ2 þ a2 þ ðZ  bcosbsinaÞ2 :
>
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
>
>
:
¼
l
l3 j 3 j ¼ ða þ bcosbÞ2 þ ðbcosaÞ2 þðZ  bsinbÞ2
ð20Þ
As opposed to the inverse kinematics solving, the forward kinematics solving of 2RPS-UPU PM refers to solving the position and attitude parameters (Z,a,b) of the MP
on the premise that the displacements (l1,l2,l3) of the
actuated joints of the mechanism are known. Here, solving
the nonlinear equation system of Eq. (20) is transformed
into ﬁnding the minimum value of the equation system.
Here the particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm is
used to get the solution.
The mathematical principle of the PSO algorithm is as
follows. A group of m particles moves in the D-dimensional
(number of optimization variables) search space. The state
of the hth (h = 1,2,…,m) particle in the particle swarm is
characterized by three D-dimensional vectors, which are
the current position vector of the particle xh = (xh,1, xh,2, …,
xh,d, …, xh,D), historical optimal position vector ph = (ph,1,
ph,2, …, ph,d, …, ph,D) and velocity vector vh = (vh,1, vh,2,
…, vh,d, …, vh,D); d is the sequence number of the component of a particle’s state vector, and d = 1,2,...,D.
The speed and position functions based on PSO [20] are
8
< vkþ1 ¼ w1  vk þ vk þ w2  rand  pk  xk þ w3  rand  pk  xk ;
h;d
h;d
h;d
h;d
g;d
h;d
h;d
:
xkþ1 ¼ xk þ 1  vkþ1 :
h;d

h;d

h;d

ð21Þ
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In Eq. (21), the coefﬁcient 1 represents one iteration, w1
is the inertial weighted coefﬁcient, which characterizes the
effect of the particle’s last sampling speed on the current
speed; the position vector xh;d of a particle can move and
approach towards the individual optimal position (the ﬁtness function has the lowest value in its own history) and
the global optimal position (the ﬁtness function has the
lowest value in the group); w2 and w3 are the adjustment
coefﬁcients of step length, used to adjust the maximum
iteration step length that approaches the global optimal
position and the individual optimal position; rand is a
random function that takes values in the range [0,1]; k is the
number of iterations.
(1) Construct the optimization objective function:
8
>
>
>
>
<
>
>
>
>
:

qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
f1 ¼ a2 þ ðbcosaÞ2 þ ðZ þ bsinbÞ2  l1 ¼ 0;
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
f2 ¼ ðbsinasinbÞ2 þ a2 þ ðZ  bcosbsinaÞ2  l2 ¼ 0;
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
f3 ¼ ða þ bcosbÞ2 þ ðbcosaÞ2 þðZ  bsinbÞ2  l3 ¼ 0:

ð22Þ
(2) Construct the ﬁtness function of the particles. Let
F = |f1|?|f2|?|f3| be the ﬁtness function. When the
iteration times reach the maximum number kmax, stop
the iteration.
(3) Enter the known coordinate values of each joint
centroid in the corresponding coordinate system:
a = 35 mm, b = 17.5 mm.
(4) Initializes the PSO parameters. Since there are three
optimization variables (Z,a,b), the spatial dimension
D = 3. Here, the population size m = 500, kmax = 50,
the inertia weight w1 = 0.4, constants w2 = 1, w3 = 1
and the search speed vj;d is set as (-10 to 10 mm)/
iteration; Z values range from -10 to 200 mm, a values
range from -0.314 to 0.314 rad and b values range
from -0.314 to 0.314 rad.
To get the optimal numerical solution of this forward
kinematics of this 2RPS-UPU non-redundant PM in this
paper, set li 2 ½100; 170 mm after virtual motion simulation test, when l1 ¼ l2 ¼ l3 ¼ 100 mm, the global optimal
solution acquired by PSO algorithm is a ¼ 0:3392rad,
b ¼ 2:8994 rad, Z ¼ 88:0119 mm and the corresponding
ﬁtness value F ¼ 2:235  107 . The iterative ﬁtness value
change process is shown in ﬁgure 5.

4. Nonsingularity veriﬁcation of redundant
parallel leg mechanism
According to design principle and process of redundant PM
eliminating constraint singularity/actuation singularity
presented in Section 1, after ﬁnishing the design of this
non-redundant RxRyTz parallel leg mechanism, it is necessary to determine the topological conﬁguration, minimum

Figure 5. Convergence process diagram.

number and installation orientation of the new redundant
branch so as to further complete the design of the corresponding redundant parallel leg mechanism without constraint/actuation singularity.

4.1 Mechanism design of redundant RxRyTz
parallel leg
From Section 2.2, in order to eliminate all actuation singularities in non-redundant 2RPS-UPU PM, at least two
redundant branches need to be added. In order not to
change the DOF of the original non-redundant PM, 5 or
6-DOF redundant branch can be selected. Among them,
5-DOF redundant branch provides only one constraint force
line vector and the force line vector must be linearly correlated with the three constraint force line vectors of the
original non-redundant mechanism. This paper chooses to
add two 6-DOF SPS redundant branches so as to simplify
redundant branch conﬁguration, and the secondary-constraint-screw axis in SPS branch is along the axis of P joint.
In order to avoid the actuation singularities shown in
ﬁgure 4, the axes of the new secondary constraint screws in
redundant branches and those of original secondary constraint screws in non-redundant branches must be always
noncoplanar. This paper therefore puts forward the orientation constraints of redundant branches as shown in ﬁgure 5: the two points B4 and B5 in the MP do not coincide
and are not in the line between M and B2. The two points C1
and C2 in the FP do not coincide and are not in the line
between O and A2, and moreover C1C2 is not parallel to
B4B5. The above orientation constraints of redundant
branches ensure not only that the two redundant branches
B5C1, B4C2 are noncoplanar but also that they and all
branches of non-redundant 2RPS-UPU mechanism are also
noncoplanar.
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This completes the design of 2RPS-UPU?2SPS redundant parallel leg mechanism. The designed mechanism is
shown in ﬁgure 6.
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The reciprocal product of screws in Eq. (23) and
Eq. (24) is obtained as
$rj;i  $M ¼ 0:
The matrix form of the above formula is

4.2 Nonsingularity veriﬁcation of redundant
parallel leg mechanism

Jr  $M ¼ 0:

4.2a Modeling of constraint Jacobian matrix of redundant
PM: The number and type of independent constraints of
2RPS-UPU?2SPS redundant mechanism and of 2RPSUPU non-redundant mechanism are identical, so they have
the same constraint Jacobian matrix. The motion screw $M
of this MP of this redundant mechanism can be regarded as
the motion screws linear combination [10] of all singleDOF joints in non-redundant branch i, namely
(
$M ¼ h_ 1;i $1;i þ d_2;i $2;i þ h_ 3;i $3;i þ h_ 4;i $4;i þ h_ 5;i $5;i ; i ¼ 1; 3;
$M ¼ h_ 1;i $1;i þ h_ 2;i $2;i þ d_3;i $3;i þ h_ 4;i $4;i þ h_ 5;i $5;i ; i ¼ 2:
ð23Þ
Here $j,i is the motion screw of single-DOF joint j
(j = 1,2,3,4,5) in branch i (i = 1,2,3), and h_ j;i , d_j;i are rotational velocity scalar and translational velocity scalar of
joint j in branch i, respectively.
According to ﬁgure 3, the constraint screws of the nonredundant branch 1, 2 and 3 are the following:






s3;1
s4;2
s3;3
r
r
r
$1 ¼
; $2 ¼
; $3 ¼
:
b1  s3;1
b2  s4;2
b3  s3;3
ð24Þ
In Eq. (24), sj,i is the axis direction vector of the singleDOF joint j (j = 1,2,3,4,5) in branch i (i = 1,2,3). In ﬁg!
ure 5, MBi ¼ bi .

ð25Þ

Hence we can derive constraint Jacobian matrix Jr of
2RPS-UPU?2SPS redundant PM as
2
3
ðb1  s1;1 ÞT sT1;1
6
7
ð26Þ
Jr ¼ 4 ðb2  s1;2 ÞT sT1;2 5 :
ðb3  s1;3 ÞT sT1;3 36
4.2b Modeling of secondary constraint Jacobian matrix
of redundant PM: In ﬁgure 6, added position vector MBi of
joint centroid Bi (i = 4, 5) in {M-xyz} of this MP is
M

B4 ¼ ðm1 ; n1 ; 0ÞT ;

M

B5 ¼ ðm2 ; n2 ; 0ÞT :

The added position vector OCi of joint centroid Ci (i = 1,
2) of redundant branch in {O-XYZ} of the FP is
O

C1 ¼ ðc1 ; e1 ; 0ÞT ;

O

C2 ¼ ðc2 ; e2 ; 0ÞT :

In these position vectors, the parameters m1, n1, m2, n2,
c1, e1, c2, e2 are the coordinate values of each joint centroid
in the corresponding coordinate system.
The closed-loop position vector equation of each branch
in {O-XYZ} of the FP is built:
8
M
o
o
>
< li ¼ li si ¼ R Bi þ M  Ai ; i ¼ 1; 2; 3
ð27Þ
l4 ¼ l4 s4 ¼ RM B4 þ o M  o C2
>
:
M
o
o
l5 ¼ l5 s5 ¼ R B5 þ M  C1
In Eq. (27), li and si is the actuation displacement scalar
and direction vector of branch i, respectively.
The derivative of Eq. (27) with respect to time is the
following:
8
M
_
>
>
< li si þ ðxi  si Þli ¼ x  R Bi þ vM
ð28Þ
l_4 s4 þ ðx4  s4 Þl4 ¼ x  RM B4 þ vM
>
>
: l_ s þ ðx  s Þl ¼ x  RM B þ v
5 5
5
5 5
5
M
In Eq. (28), xi and l_i (i = 1,2,3,4,5) stand for the overall
angular velocity [21] and actuation velocity of branch i,
respectively.
Taking dot multiplication with si on the two sides of
Eq. (28) gives
8


T
>
l_ ¼ RM Bi  si x þ sTi vM ; i ¼ 1; 2; 3
>
< i


T
ð29Þ
l_4 ¼ RM B4  s4 x þ sT4 vM
>
>
 M 
T
:_
l5 ¼ R B5  s5 x þ sT5 vM

Figure 6. Redundant 2RPS-UPU?2SPS parallel leg mechanism.

Rewrite Eq. (29) as
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x
_
L ¼ Jc
:
vM

L_ ¼ l_1 l_2 l_3

ð30Þ
 
T x
¼
l_5 ;
vM

In
Eq. (30),
l_4
T
½xx ; xy ; xz ; vMx ; vMy ; vMz  :
Then the secondary constraint Jacobian Jc of redundant
PM is
3
2
ðo B1  s1 ÞT sT1
6 ðo B  s ÞT sT 7
6
2
2
2 7
7
6
Jc ¼ 6 ðo B3  s3 ÞT sT3 7 :
ð31Þ
7
6 o
4 ð B4  s4 ÞT sT4 5
ðo B5  s5 ÞT sT5 56
4.2c Nonsingularity veriﬁcation of redundant PM: The
complete Jacobian matrix J is composed of secondary
constraint Jacobian matrix Jc in Eq. (31) and constraint
Jacobian matrix Jr in Eq. (26). Because of the relation of
the PM input and output velocity, the following equation
can be obtained:
q_ ¼ J  $M

ð32Þ

Thus

q_ ¼ l_1

l_2

l_3

l_4

l_5

0

0

0

T

:

The complete Jacobian matrix J of the 2RPSUPU?2SPS redundant PM is
3
2 o
ð B1  s1 ÞT
sT1
6 ðo B2  s2 ÞT
sT2 7
7
6
6 ðo B  s ÞT
sT3 7
3
3
7
6
7
6 o
T
sT4 7
6 ð B4  s4 Þ
7 :
T
J¼6
ð33Þ
T
o
6 ð B5  s5 Þ
s5 7
7
6
T
6 ðb1  s1;1 Þ
sT1;1 7
7
6
6 ðb  s ÞT sT 7
4 2
1;2
1;2 5
ðb3  s1;3 ÞT

sT1;3
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Rewrite Eq. (33) as
J ¼ ½ $1

$2

$3

$4

$5

$6

$7

T

$8  :

As can be seen from Section 2.2, when the secondary
constraint screws $1, $2, $3 are linearly correlated with
constraint screws $6, $7, $8, namely there is actuation singularity in the non-redundant PM, the maximum linear
noncorrelation number of these six screws is at least four,
and meanwhile the secondary constraint screws $4, $5 of
redundant branches are linearly independent (installation
orientations of branches are noncoplanar) of the six screws
of non-redundant branches, so the rank of complete Jacobian matrix is always six and in this redundant PM there is
no actuation singularity.
To sum up this paper proves that the redundant branches
added in the non-redundant PM eliminate the original
actuation singularity, which effectively conﬁrms feasibility

of the design principle and design process of redundant PM
without constraint/actuation singularity.

5. Conclusion
Design principles and process of redundant actuated PM
with lower DOF for eliminating constraint/actuation singularity are proposed in this paper; accordingly a redundant
RxRyTz 2RPS-UPU?2SPS parallel leg mechanism without
constraint/actuation singularity is designed. The corresponding main research results are as follows.
(1) According to the constraint screw theory this paper
reveals that the constraint singular/actuation singularity
is originated from linear correlation between constraint
screws and/or secondary constraint screws, and thus the
determining criteria for constraint/actuation singularity
of non-redundant PM are established. After the topological conﬁguration, minimum number and installation
orientation of redundant branches required to eliminate
singularity are determined; the design principles and
process of redundant PM without constraint/actuation
singularity are further put forward.
(2) By adding appropriate redundant branch to non-redundant PM the linear noncorrelation between secondary
constraint screws of redundant branches and all screws
of non-redundant branches is ensured by noncoplanar
installation orientations of branches, and the 2RPSUPU?2SPS redundant parallel leg mechanism without
constraint/actuation singularity is completed.
(3) By investigating linear correlation properties of constraint screws and secondary constraint screws of 2RPSUPU?2SPS redundant PM it is conﬁrmed that the
complete Jacobian matrix is a full rank matrix and that
the mechanism can completely eliminate constraint
singularity and actuation singularity, which proves the
rationality of the design principle and design process
proposed.
The research results make a necessary positive contribution for motion planning and control, and performance
improvement of stiffness and carrying capacity for nonsingular redundant parallel leg mechanism.
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